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When I became convinced that . 
schools never learn to lik -d··. many students in high 

1 e rea ing or t o perc , • 
fl eas c1c1::ile ;vay to spend lr>i , . . e1.ve it as a 
pendent Reading elective i~;~;~htimed I des1.3ned an Inde
class periods reading. I wanted t~tuf;nts would spen? their 
the elective class in which th t ~ er a~ alternative to 
reading list before the stude: eac ~~ decides upon the 
the whole class the same boons enro and.then assigns 
written about Ther dk to be read, dis. cussed and 

• e seeme to be a need f 
would allow students to read at th i or a course that 
they would individually choose. er own pace books that 

Whe·,1 setting up this cour . 
room in the back of the 1 "b se, I d,2cid,2d to use a class-
phere conducive to read" i raTrhy to_help_provide an atmos-

i ing. e librarian wh 
exc tep at the prospect of havi , o wa~ very 
regularly in the library offern~ ~lasses ~f students meeting 
tant and provided a lar, t e er services as a consul-
backs and hardbacks tha~ew;a;h onh;hich I could place paper-
read or should be~ d oug students would like to 
stories 1 xpose to. We included novels short 
raphies't~a:y:;a::Jr~, :ss~ys, ~utobiographies a~d biog
levels. Most of the en uries! ~n~erests and ceading . 
the cart, which was k::~d~:t~hini1ially choose books from 
students felt comfortable in t:ecl:~;:oom. Eventually, as 
browse through the stack t f· d ry, they began to 

s O in other books. 

When designing the requirement d .. 
for this course I had to b 
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. s an writing activities 

dents might acc~mplish in f;u;e;5is~ic about how much stu
for twelve weeks. I decided t '1at ~~nute classes each week 
bored by reading every d d, h ey wouL~ not become 

ay an tat I would as · • . mum of two hours of readi t b . sign a mini-
clas s each week I ng O e completed outside of 
think about their r:ar-der tho encour~ge the students to 

ing, s are their opini • h mates, help me establish d" 1 ans wit class-
me to keep track of th. a ia ague with them and enable 
studen t b,ic,r a standard ei: p~ogress, I required that each 

- .. . size notebook to use as a journal 
::~d~o write approximately three pages about each book they 
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On the assignment sheet for the journal, I specified 
a format for recording entries. When students started a 
book, they were required to list the title, author, number 
of pages, the date they began, and to leave a space to fill 
in the date they finished the book. I listed suggestions 
which included writing about the types of conflicts in the 
book, changes that took place in the characters, the sig
nificance of the title, a comparison to a movie version if 
they had seen one, any similarities to other books they had 
read, their feelings about the characters I decisions and 
lifestyles, and how they might have reacted in a similar 
situation. I was adamant that they only refer to the plot 
as a means of proving a point. At first, most of the 
entires were book reports, but as I encountered some pro
vocative journal writing, I duplicated it for the class. 
These examples from classmates' journals helped them to 
understand the difference between summarizing and criti
cizing and also became a forum for sharing new books and 
ways of writing about them. 

Halfway through the course, I assigned a paper in 
which they had to examine some of their reading in more 
depth than they had been doing in their journals. The 
topics included writing a lengthy letter to an author, 
writing several pages of a diary that a character might 
have kept during a crisis, writing a play in which charac
ters from different books might meet, doing an author 
study, rewriting the ending of a book or writing a series 
of book reviews for a specific publication. In preparation 
for' those topics which required research, the librarian 
came to each class to explain the use of the card catalog, 
the Readers' Guide and various other reference books. 
Writing a let~o an author proved most popular and mem
orable because some students actually sent their letters 
in care of the publishers and received personal responses 
from the authors. 

When I had prepared my course objectives, activities 
and classroom for the four groups of fifteen students who 
elected Independent Reading, I quickly realized that I 
had to define my role in these individualized classes and 
establish a format for our daily meetings. I decided to 
begin each class with the whole group gathered in the 
library classroom for attendance, for sharing interesting 
journal entries or for introducing a new book that had been 
added to the cart. The students were then free to take 
their -books and journals to their favorite corners in the 
library while I circulated among them, holding individual 
conferences on their reading and journals, suggesting new 
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books, offering encouragement and criticizing when neces
sary. The pace was often hectic, but I was usually able to 
talk with each student at least 3 out of every 4 class 
meetings. As time passed, I soon established the patter.n 
o: spending the first class of each week quickly checkin 
~1th each student and then dividing the .other three clas!es 
into more lengthy conferences. It was much more productive 
to read and orally connnent upon a student's journal ent 
while the student was present than to take it home and ry 
write comments. The students seemed to value the innnediate 
feedback and the opportunity to ask questions about what I 
meant. Frequent individual contact between teacher and 
students was essential in motivating them to read more and 
to respond to and analyze their reading. 

After the first two weeks of the course I realized 
that the jour~al entries were not sufficient for keeping 
track of reading progress or lack of it. I then began to 
u:'e what I referred to as a "conference sheet," a plain 
piece of paper for each student on which I recorded each 
date that I had conferred with that student, the page of 
the book that he or she was on and my comments about 
completed journal entries. 

The following is an excerpt from a student's conference 
sheet. 

Conference~ 

Name 
Class 

Date 
12/17 ~ Karenina, 
12/19 II II 

1/11 II II 

1/14 II II 

1/15 II II 

1/16 II II 

p. 315 
p. 330 
p. 629 
p. 695 
p. 710 

--------
(Christmas vacation) 
( II II ) 

p. 737 (absence) 
1/22 II II p. 80~ (finished) 

Journal--good use of examples and quotations to 
contrast the ·characters.. Needs to explain more 
in her own words. · 

When I periodically examined each conference sheet I learned 
much about a :'tudent's reading pace, habits and wh;ther he 
or she was doing the minimum weekly reading outside of class. 
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From the first day of the course, when students asked if 
1 would be grading them by how many books or pages they re~d 
in comparison to their classmates, I was careful to emphasize 
that this was an individualized course in which they wo~ld 
be graded on their own progress, effort, amount of reading 
accomplished and the quality of work on their journals and 
papers. Of course, this answer did not quiet their fear(and 
mine) of the grading becoming very subjective, for the only 
grade they were to receive during the course was on the paper. 
I told them that I would be asking the~ to grade themselves 
in an evaluation they would have to write at the end of the 
course and that they would be asked to determine a grade for 
themselves by counting the quality and quantity of their 
reading as 40%, their journal as 25%, their paper as 20% and 
their general attitude and attendance as 10%. The final 
process of grading was much easier than I had anticipated 
because the conference sheet I had kept for each student, the 
grades on their papers and their astoundin~ honest~ in their 
self-evaluations gave me more than enough information to 
determine an equitable gra:de. 

As I was planning the course, I realized that it would 
be very difficult to evaluate its short and long range effects 
on the students·• attitudes about reading and writing. In 
order to acquaint myself with the students' reading habits 
and attitudes at the beginning of the course, I designed a 
questionnaire which asked about the frequency of their 
reading and their attitudes about doing reading on their own. 
When the course was over, I gave them a similar questionnaire, 
but added items which asked how many books and pages they 
had read, how they felt about the journal, the paper assign
ment, meeting in the library, and the course itself. They 
also had to respond to questions which asked what they had 
learned about reading, what they had learned about themselves 
by working independently, and what suggestions they would 
have for improving the course. Twelve weeks after the course 
was over, I administered a final follow-up questionnaire which 
asked about their present reading frequency, plans for summer 
reading, present attitudes about reading and feelings about 
the course. 

An analysis of the students' achievements in this 
course must take into account the type of student who would 
~lect an Independent Reading class. My first assumption 
was that only students who already liked to read and whose 
grades were above passing would choose this course. After 
examining their records, speaking to their previous English 
teachers and meeting my students, I found that many of them 
had low grades and were considered poor readers, Some of 
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these students told me that they were taking this course 
because they wanted to improve their reading and were 
attracted by the opportunity to read what they wanted to and 
receive credit for it. In my initial conferences with 
students, a few admitted that they had never really finished 
~ book before because it had been sufficient to just sit back 
in other classes and listen while other students discussed 
the book and then to read a plot summary before writing a 
paper. 

I felt particularly pleased when these students did 
finish books and were so obviously proud of themselves. I 
knew when a student had actually completed and understood a 
book because of the conferences we had in which I asked 
challenging questions and they provided intelligent answers. 
In contrast to the group of non-readers, many of the students 
ex~ected to ~o on to college and said that they were taking 
this course in order to learn to discipline themselves and 
structure their own time as they knew they would have to do 
the next year. 

The preliminary analysis of the questionnaires (n=60) 
indicates that prior to the course students read an average 
of 3 books on their own every 12 weeks, and read an average 
of 10 books and an average total of 2500 pages during the 
course. From students' comments when the course was over, I 
learned that some of the students had inflated the number of 
books they said they usually read on their own before the 
course in order to impress me. In their journals students 
wrote an average of 37 pages. When commenting up~n the 
course, many students noted that they were amazed to realize 
that they had read and written much more for this class in 
which quantity hadn't been specified, than they had for' 
courses in which it had. 

As I stated earlier, one of my primary objectives was 
to have students perceive reading as a more pleasurable 
activity after the cou:se than they had before. Althoug·h many 
students initially reported that they liked to read 71% 
indicated on the final follow-up questionnaire that'thev now 
read more on their own, after the course was over, than they 
had before they took the course. Eighty percent reported 
that they planned to do more reading in the summer of 1974 
than they had in previous summers, When questioned about 
the value of the journal, 47% said that it had helped to 
improve their writing and 64% said that it had encouraged 
them to think about their reading. When asked to evaluate 
the course when it ended, 62% rated it as excellent and 32% 
as good. On the final follow-up questionnaire, 73% rated it 
as excellent and 26% as good. None rated it as fair or poor. 
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Although these statistics indicate a positive change in 
tudents' perceptions of their reading and writing, I would 
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like to offer some quotations from the students' answers 
~o questions about aspects of the course. When asked, "What 
did you learn about reading?" individual students wrote the 

following: 

I like to read more than I thought I did. It's a good 
substitute for watching T.V. 

After reading a book I feel smarter. My mind feels 
energetic. 

I can read faster than I thought I could. I have a 
better attitude towards reading because I found some
thing can be learned by it. 

Sometimes I used to think that people might put you down 
or think you're really strange if you were always reading 
or carrying a book around, but I've found that there 
are so many books I want to read and who cares about 
what people think. 

I generally didn't read challenging books until I took 
this class. I didn't want to test my values as much as 
I do now. 

I really valued the class. I do read more and plan to 
do a lot of reading this summer and the rest of my life. 
I enjoyed the class. I want everybody to take it. 

When asked, ''What did you learn about yourself and about 
working independently as a result of this course?" students 
said: 

I .... learned that sooner or later I'm not going to have 
people telling me what to do so I am going to have to 
get myself to do my work without teachers or parents 
telling me to. 

I thought that working by myself would be tough because 
I have never before been able to do it. Now I found 
out that I can. 

I learned that I don't work well independently because 
I need a lot of pressure and more self-discipline. 

I- think I would 1 ike to write a book someday. 
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_When asked to describe their 
the Journal, some students said: feelings about writing in 

It helped me to clarify thoughts d . 
didn't know I had. an discover ideas I 

It helped me to improve my 
reading comprehension. 

I had always thought of 
hated). This class 
related to me. 

doing book reports (which I 
taught me to show how the book 

I felt like I knew my h 
about them. c aracters better after writing 

I wr~te a lot of feelings in my ·ournal 
afraid to write about th J and I'm not so em anymore. 

I will probably continue keeping my 
journal. 

The following responses a 
received to the question "A re representative of those I 

h , s a result of y ur d" per aps the paper you d"d f . o rea ing and 
about the school libraryi tho; this course, what did you learn 

. a you hadn, t known be fore?" 

They've got a lot more books 
than you'd thi"nk d magazines plus all the other an resources. 

I never realized how many different 
information that the library has. types of books and 

I learned how to use the card 
reviews written by prof . 

1
catalogue, where to find 

essiona critics and h t 1 up information about the 1 . ow o ook 
ives of authors. 

I learned that librarians are friendly. 

When asked, "What suggestions d 
that should be made in th o !ou have for changes 
activities or the t he course requirements, length 
f • eac ers role?" man •d h ' ormat was fine but that th . y sai tat the class 
than the usual twelve we k elcourse should last for more 

e e ective time 0th ranged from having the t h • er suggestions 
her apply more. Next ye::cierl=~ply ~ess pressure to having 
that there be more time all t~ d to incorporate suggestions 
react~ons to their books an~ t~ for the whole class to share 
occasionally substitute 1 at students be allowed to 

ora reports for journal entries. 
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The above comments would explain why designing and 
teaching Independent Reading has been one of the highlights 
f my career. A teacher of Independent Reading should feel 

0

0mfortable with the management of an individualized class. 
11though this type of course does not entail daily lesson 
plans, it does require extensive planning at the initial 
stages, flexibility to make changes as they are needed, fairly 
small classes, very efficient use of class time, voluminous 
journal reading, and the frequent availability of a library. 
The rewards come from the individuals' progress in reading 
and writing and from the opportunity to diagnose and work 
IDtensively with each student's strengths and weaknesses. 

One of the indicators of the success of the course is 
that so many sophomores and juniors have designated it as 
their first choice for next year that we will be offering 
many sections during each trimester so that most students 
will be able to fit it · into their schedule. Because students 
seem to need a supervised experience in reading for pleasure 
and seem to thrive in a class which offers a format different 
from other electives, it is important that English departments 
offer this opportunity and alternative. 

INVITATION FOR MANUSCRIPTS 

An invitation is exteneed to teachers and other educators 
at elementary, secondary, and college-university levels to 
share ideas on changes in classroom practices which resulted 
from "Re-Vision" · or reflection or from external pressure, 
Each article should describe . a change in classroom procedures 
relating to the teaching of reading, writing, speaking, 
listening, or to student evaluation, communication skills, 
film and media, emotional demands on students or teachers, 
or any other concern. Each article, which can range up to 
2000 words, should describe the new practice, whether or not 
it was successful, and what stimulated the change, Two 
copies should be mailed before April 15 to Allen Berger, 
Co-editor, Classroom Practices in Teaching English, The 
University of Alberta Education Centre, Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada. 
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